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Ascension is not about leaving the planet, getting rescued by off-world brethren or flying up 
into heaven. It is not about watching the Shift unfold online, or waiting for the external 
world to provide evidence of inner change. Ascension is a conscious choice to engage in 
evolution. 

When consciously activated, the Ascension process affects every aspect, level and layer of a 
person’s beingness. The physical, emotional, mental, egoic and spiritual structures undergo 
acute transformation, evolving to meet the demands of a higher level of consciousness. 

The Awakening Phenomenon is one of the more impressive effects of the Shift. Amidst 
the external changes – political, social, financial, spiritual, solar and planetary -  people 
encounter profound internal change due to the ascending frequencies. This heightened 
awareness returns wisdom, knowledge and a connection to divine aspects of the Self which 
had been dormant for thousands of years. 

Planetary Ascension is a change in frequency 

Dimensions are based on vibration. Each dimension has a range of frequencies which create 
the reality or experience within that dimension. Anything living on a planet must resonate 
with the vibrational level of that planet (or higher) or it cannot exist in that reality. As the 
frequency of the Earth rises, everything on her surface is affected by this increase in 
frequency. Ascension is the process of frequency change in order to evolve to a higher 
vibrational state. 

Ascension Guidance for activation, integration and acceleration 

Integration is vital to achieving a permanent state of higher consciousness. In the Ascension 
process, it is essential to clear and retrain the lower emotional, egoic and mental constructs 
which block higher states of consciousness. This frees the true Self to do what it came here to 
do; awaken and embody a unique expression of Source. 

Reliance on external modalities, channels and old paradigm “New Age” methods has limited 
the awakening process for quite a few people. Many are now ready to take on the task of Self-
empowerment, REactivate their Divine HUman state and achieve Crystalline consciousness. 



Incredible possibilities for Earth and HUmanity 

The Shift, jump time, evolutionary upgrades in consciousness and the ascension process have 
been discussed for years in spiritual circles, and for millennia in ancient cultures. Waves of 
unique cosmic energy have been surging through our galaxy for decades, and the window of 
amplification has arrived. 

It isn’t the “end of the world.” It’s a beginning of a new paradigm, and big change is typically 
rough. The “Shift” is a shift in consciousness; a dramatic change in the parameters by which 
we experience reality. The physical, mental, emotional, spiritual and dimensional changes 
which are occurring here have never been experienced before. It is a fantastic time to be here 
and experience evolution first-hand. 

How do I ascend? Won’t it happen to me anyway? 

Each dimension has a range of frequencies which create the structure for experiencing a 
certain kind of reality. Third dimensional reality is the lowest density (frequency) which a 
human expression of consciousness may experience. There are many side effects of the old 
3D reality, including the illusion of linear time, the inability to perceive higher dimensions, 
and spiritual amnesia where the memory of past lives, experiences in other dimensions, and 
connection to the rest of the Universe is forgotten. But all of that is changing during the Shift. 
This is why the phenomenon of “awakening” is so widespread; we are waking up from the 
amnesia of 3D and reconnecting with higher dimensional consciousness. 

Apocalypse and the planet 

Anything which desires to experience life on a planet must resonate with the vibrational level 
of that planet (or higher) in order to exist within the parameters of that reality. The frequency 
of the Earth has been increasing, and continues to rise, which means everything in, on and 
around her surface is affected. Higher frequency always raises the lower vibrations. As the 
parameters for 3D reality dissolve, and then 4D, the planet supports the experience of a 
higher dimension. This change in dimensional structure is becoming very apparent to the 
awakened. “Apocalypse” means “lifting of the veil” – the unveiling of higher dimensions 
which were once hidden by the density of 3D reality. 

The HUman Ascension process 

HUmans are unique; our DNA hold the codes for all life in this Universe, an expression of 
Creator consciousness embodied (creator-in-carnate) in HUman (God-man) expression. Your 
primary responsibility in this game of amnesia is to wake up and remember who you are as a 
divine HUuman.  The Ascension process is the transformation of the physical body, light 
body and the consciousness which animates it, in order to hold a higher vibrational state. 
Your higher self is merging with your lower dimensional self after a very long separation in 
the 3D experience. 

In order for your body to be capable of  holding that higher frequency, it must transform into 
a crystalline-based cellular structure. DNA which has been dormant must be activated. Our 
consciousness must be expanded beyond the boundaries of habitual 3D/4D existence. It is 
physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually challenging, and it is quite amazing. 
Medical impossibilities are popping up all over the globe. Not everyone has chosen to awaken 
in this lifetime, nor do they have to awaken. There are many factors involved in experiencing 
the Ascension process, and we are all here to play out the Shift in our own way. 

The changes will affect your lifestream 

Severe weather and climate change are imminent due to the drastic reduction of the 
magnetosphere and magnetic shifts in the Earth itself. Global warming is simply an affect of 
the collapse of the astral planes of consciousness as we go through the Shift. 

Mother Earth is a very patient conscious entity with a long and diverse history. This window 
of evolution coincides with many galactic alignments, some of which only occur in million 
and billion year cycles. Galactic cycles are very long, and the experiences of other off-world 



races, systems and galaxies depend upon the raising of Earth’s frequency. It’s a bit like being 
the weakest link – other games cannot be played until this density is upgraded. 

Earth is constantly balancing magnetics as 3D dissolves from the collective reality. The doom 
timeline – a complete destruction of everything on her surface – has been eliminated thanks 
to the amount of awakened consciousness on the planet. She is heavily influenced by the 
collective consciousness, and millions have been connecting with her to smooth the transition 
during the Shift. 

It is a process which requires participation. 

Our planet ascended to 5D in December of 2012. This means a platform for the new 
experience of the return to the true HUman genome is provided. Kindwhile, HUmanity is 
able to transition from the 4D platform we currently experience to the 5D platform which  
will eventually merge with the lower 4D expression of Earth. 

Evolution is evolution; the entire planet and all of her residents are experiencing the Shift, 
regardless of their awareness of it. Ascension is a conscious process which requires a choice 
to engage with the unknown, in order to experience something brand new. It is a remarkable, 
challenging and rewarding process which frees the Self from perceived limitations. 
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